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1. Introduction {#jgrd52209-sec-0001}
===============

Nitrous oxide (N~2~O) is the third‐most‐important, long‐lived greenhouse gas, after carbon dioxide and methane \[*Myhre et al.*, [2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}\]. These top‐three greenhouse gases have a mixture of natural and anthropogenic sources, and the challenge has always been to quantify the human perturbation to their budgets \[*Prather et al.*, [2012](#jgrd52209-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; *Ciais et al.*, [2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}\]. Surface emissions of N~2~O have an average atmospheric residence time of a century or more \[*Ko et al.*, [1991](#jgrd52209-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; *World Meteorological Organization* (*WMO*), [2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}\], and thus, the current imbalance between emissions and atmospheric loss, as quantified by the observed growth rate of 3.8 Tg N/yr (0.8 ppb/yr), is expected to lead to further increases in N~2~O abundances over this century, even if anthropogenic emissions are stabilized.

Anthropogenic emissions of N~2~O are driven primarily by fertilizer use and the handling of animal wastes, sources difficult both to control and to quantify \[*Galloway et al.*, [2008](#jgrd52209-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; *Erisman et al.*, [2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}\]. Estimates of N~2~O emissions from summing individual sources have greater than factor of 2 uncertainties \[*Prather et al.*, [2009](#jgrd52209-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; *Ciais et al.*, [2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}\], and atmospheric inversions rely on the accuracy of stratospheric losses and emission patterns \[*Thompson et al.*, [2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}\]. Scenarios for future N~2~O levels make assumptions about both present‐day and preindustrial N~2~O lifetimes to determine the anthropogenic‐natural balance in emissions levels \[*Meinshausen et al.*, [2011](#jgrd52209-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; *Kirtman et al.*, [2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}\]. Thus, the uncertainties in the current budget and 21st century projections of N~2~O are its lifetime and the feedback that an N~2~O perturbation has on its lifetime \[*Prather*, [1998](#jgrd52209-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}\]. Assessment of the lifetime and feedback has been notably absent from climate and ozone assessments \[*Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)*, [2007](#jgrd52209-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; *WMO*, [2011](#jgrd52209-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; *IPCC*, [2013a](#jgrd52209-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}\] but has received more attention in the past couple years \[*Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate* (*SPARC*), [2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; *Chipperfield et al.*, [2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; *WMO*, [2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}\].

In this paper we combine satellite measurements of N~2~O, O~3~, and temperature (*T*) from the Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) instrument \[*Lambert et al.*, [2007](#jgrd52209-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; *Froidevaux et al.*, [2008](#jgrd52209-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; *Schwartz et al.*, [2008](#jgrd52209-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}\] with global chemistry models to derive a semiempirical (measured) lifetime for N~2~O. Previous studies have been done with less extensive satellite data \[*Ko et al.*, [1991](#jgrd52209-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; *Minschwaner et al.*, [1998](#jgrd52209-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}\]. This lifetime is constrained by the observation of all quantities controlling N~2~O loss, is independent of transport uncertainties, and includes seasonal and year‐to‐year variability. The only chemical modeling involves photolysis rates for N~2~O and O~3~ and the kinetics of the O(^1^D) reactions. Uncertainties in this semiempirical lifetime are due only to possible errors in these chemical rates and in the measured profiles of N~2~O, O~3~, and *T* in the critical region (3--30 hPa in the tropics).

Four chemistry‐transport models (CTMs) using meteorological data for the Aura period are compared with monthly MLS observations of stratospheric N~2~O and O~3~, the N~2~O losses derived therefrom, and stratospheric NO~y~ from the Environmental Satellite Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) \[*Funke et al.*, [2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}\] in order to understand the cause of model errors in N~2~O lifetime. In addition, two chemistry‐climate models (CCMs, one 3‐D and one 2‐D) with climate‐driven circulations are also evaluated against the average MLS‐derived lifetime. The models evaluated here overestimate the semiempirical lifetime, 116 ± 9 years, by a wide range, but agree on the negative sensitivity of lifetime to burden of −0.065 ± 0.010 (not constrained by observations) that results in a lower residence time for N~2~O perturbations of 109 years. A best estimate for preindustrial conditions gives a longer lifetime of 123 years due primarily to reduced photochemical rates for N~2~O loss because of increased midstratospheric and upper stratospheric O~3~ caused by reduced levels of chlorine and N~2~O.

Results from the MLS data and the constrained photochemical models are described in [section 2](#jgrd52209-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"}. The CTMs, their calculation of N~2~O lifetimes, and their comparison with stratospheric constituents and the constrained N~2~O loss are presented in [section 3](#jgrd52209-sec-0003){ref-type="sec"}. In [section 4](#jgrd52209-sec-0004){ref-type="sec"}, four models are used to estimate the reduction in lifetime when N~2~O increases and the change in lifetime since the preindustrial era. An overview of issues related to N~2~O lifetime is discussed in [section 5](#jgrd52209-sec-0005){ref-type="sec"}.

2. N~2~O Lifetime Derived From MLS Observations {#jgrd52209-sec-0002}
===============================================

The MLS instrument on the NASA Aura satellite provides highly accurate, well‐resolved latitude‐by‐altitude co‐located profiles of N~2~O, O~3~, and *T* throughout the stratosphere \[*Lambert et al.*, [2007](#jgrd52209-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; *Livesey et al.*, [2011](#jgrd52209-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; *Schwartz et al.*, [2008](#jgrd52209-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}\]. Here we use monthly mean MLS data sets from August 2004 to December 2010 (version 2.2 for O~3~ and version 3.3 for N~2~O and *T*). Profiles are averaged longitudinally and within 5° latitude bins from 85°S--80°S to 80°N--85°N (34 in total; MLS observations are limited to 82°S--82°N). For global budgets, the 80°--85° latitude bins were extended to 90°. There are six standard pressure levels per decade in pressure (i.e., 100, 68, 46, 32, 22, 15, 10, up to 0.10 hPa). These data sets are very similar to the monthly mean data records produced for the Global OZone Chemistry And Related trace gas Data records for the Stratosphere project \[*Froidevaux et al.*, [2015](#jgrd52209-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}\].

The vertical profiles of O~3~ and *T* define all the conditions needed to calculate the profiles of N~2~O loss and NO~y~ production from the following reactions (([R1](#jgrd52209-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"})--([R5](#jgrd52209-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"})). The rates of these reactions respond primarily to overhead O~3~ column and *T*. $$O_{3} + hv = > \ O\left( {{}^{1}D} \right)\  + \ O_{2}$$ $$O\left( {{}^{1}D} \right)\  + \ \left( {N_{2},\ O_{2}} \right)\  = > \ O\  + \ \left( {N_{2},\ O_{2}} \right)$$ $$N_{2}O\  + hv = > \ N_{2} + \ O\left( {{}^{1}D} \right)$$ $$N_{2}O\  + \ O\left( {{}^{1}D} \right)\  = > \ N_{2} + \ O_{2}$$ $$N_{2}O\  + \ O\left( {{}^{1}D} \right)\  = > \ \text{NO}\  + \ \text{NO}$$

We use two independent photochemical submodels, one from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC, embedded in the G2d model) and one from University of California, Irvine (embedded in the UCI CTM; see Table [1](#jgrd52209-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). These submodels solve the 1‐D radiative transfer problem to calculate J‐N~2~O (reaction ([R3](#jgrd52209-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"})) and O(^1^D) densities (reactions (([R1](#jgrd52209-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([R2](#jgrd52209-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"})) and are documented in photolysis studies \[*Olson et al.*, [1997](#jgrd52209-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; *PhotoComp*, [2010](#jgrd52209-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}\]. While the methodologies and numerical approaches for both are independent, they (and all the chemistry‐transport models here) adopt standard values for the cross sections (O~2~, O~3~, and N~2~O) and rate coefficients controlling these reactions \[*Sander et al.*, [2011](#jgrd52209-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}\]. The UCI version (MLS‐U) uses the standard MLS levels (2.7 km) and integrates monthly, latitude‐resolved losses from 0.10 hPa to 100 hPa. The GSFC version (MLS‐G) interpolates and fills the MLS data and integrates at 1 km resolution through the atmosphere. Given the linear N~2~O profile in the dominant loss region (Figures [1](#jgrd52209-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a and [2](#jgrd52209-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a), the integrated loss should not be sensitive to interpolation methods. From MLS‐G we find that about 2% of N~2~O loss occurs at altitudes below 100 hPa. From previous studies with the UCI CTM \[*Prather and Hsu*, [2010](#jgrd52209-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}\] we found that 1% of N~2~O loss occurs through reaction with O(^1^D) in the troposphere. Thus, N~2~O losses from MLS‐U are corrected upward by 2%, and those from the UCI CTM (running here without tropospheric chemistry) are corrected upward by 1%.

###### 

Measurements and Models

  Name               Type                   Core Elements                 Meteorological Data                 Period                                                                                                              References
  ---------- -------------------- --------------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  MLS              measured             N~2~O, O~3~, and *T*                                               Aug 2004/2010         *Lambert et al*. \[[2007](#jgrd52209-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}\], *Froidevaux et al*. \[[2008](#jgrd52209-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}\], and *Schwartz et al*. \[[2008](#jgrd52209-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}\]
  MIPAS            measured                     NO~y~                                                        2007/2010                                                                                  *Funke et al*. \[[2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}\]
  MLS‐G       measured + modeled          GSFC 2‐D J values                                                  2005/2010                                              *Fleming et al*. \[[2011](#jgrd52209-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}\] and *Jackman et al*. \[[2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}\]
  MLS‐U       measured + modeled            UCI J values                                                     2005/2010               *Olson et al*. \[[1997](#jgrd52209-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}\], *Bian and Prather* \[[2002](#jgrd52209-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}\], and *PhotoComp* \[[2010](#jgrd52209-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}\]
  GMI              modeled                  GMI Combo CTM                    MERRA GEOS‐5                    2004/2010                                              *Douglass et al*. \[[2004](#jgrd52209-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}\] and *Strahan et al*. \[[2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}\]
  GEOSCCM          modeled           StratChem + GMAO GEOS‐5 GCM      33 years of prescribed SSTs    (typical of 2000s decade)                                       *Li et al*. \[[2012](#jgrd52209-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}\] and *Oman and Douglass* \[[2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}\]
  Oslo‐c29         modeled                    Oslo CTM3                   EC IFS cycles 29/31                2004/2007                                                                                  *Søvde et al*. \[[2012](#jgrd52209-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}\]
  Oslo‐c36         modeled                    Oslo CTM3                    EC IFS cycle 36r1                 1997/2009                                                                                                             *Ibidem*
  UCI‐c29          modeled                     UCI CTM                    EC IFS cycles 29/31                2000/2007                                             *Hsu and Prather* \[[2010](#jgrd52209-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}\] and *Prather and Hsu* \[[2010](#jgrd52209-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}\]
  UCI‐c36          modeled                     UCI CTM                     EC IFS cycle 36r1                 1997/2010                                                                                                             *Ibidem*
  G2d‐M            modeled          GSFC 2‐D, specified transport            MERRA GEOS‐5                    1979/2010                                              *Fleming et al*. \[[2011](#jgrd52209-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}\] and *Jackman et al*. \[[2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}\]
  G2d              modeled         GSFC 2‐D, interactive transport   Steady state yearly repeating       (typical of 2010)                                                                                                         *Ibidem*

![Multiyear annual average loss of N~2~O plotted against (a) pressure altitude (*z*\* km, units Tg N/yr/km) and (b) latitude (degrees, units Tg N/yr/deg). Results are shown for MLS‐G (black solid line) and MLS‐U (black vertical bars or diamonds). MLS‐U was integrated with coarser vertical resolution. Percentages indicate the fraction of total loss within the range. MLS‐U primary production of NO~y~ (times 20) is also shown in Figure [1](#jgrd52209-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a (red dashed vertical bars). N~2~O loss from the UCI CTM is shown for IFS cycles 29 (blue) and 36 (green).](JGRD-120-5693-g001){#jgrd52209-fig-0001}

![Tropical (30°S--30°N) profiles of (a) N~2~O (ppb) and (b) O~3~ (ppm) as a function of pressure altitude (*z*\* km) average over 2005--2010 where available. MLS‐G (solid black) is interpolated to 1 km resolution, and MLS‐U (black dots) shows the original MLS resolution. Also shown are the modeled profiles for GMI (orange), G2d‐M (red), UCI‐c29 (blue), UCI‐c36 (green), and G2d (gray). Results for Oslo‐c29 and Oslo‐c36 are almost identical to the UCI model.](JGRD-120-5693-g002){#jgrd52209-fig-0002}

The critical region for N~2~O loss is the tropical middle stratosphere as shown in Figures [1](#jgrd52209-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a and [1](#jgrd52209-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b. Photochemical loss (dominated by R3) peaks at the equator near 32 km pressure altitude. Both models MLS‐G and MLS‐U agree on the integrated loss averaged over years 2005--2010, although coarse vertical layering for MLS‐U (vertical black bars) obscures the peak loss. In terms of total loss, 81% occurs between 24 and 40 km including all latitudes, while 76% occurs between 30°S and 30°N including all heights. Polar regions produce only 4% of the loss, and that occurs at high altitudes, so that ozone depletion below 24 km has minimal direct photochemical impact on the N~2~O lifetime. This evaluation does not include possible circulation changes. Ozone depletion from the ClO catalytic cycle (40--50 km altitudes) does impact the N~2~O lifetime: see discussion of preindustrial lifetime ([section 4](#jgrd52209-sec-0004){ref-type="sec"}). Figure [2](#jgrd52209-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a shows the vertical profile of MLS N~2~O from 16 to 48 km in pressure altitude averaged over 30°S to 30°N for years 2005--2010, and Figure [2](#jgrd52209-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b, that of MLS O~3~. Note that the peak loss (Figure [1](#jgrd52209-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a) centers on the 50% (\~160 ppb) level of N~2~O at about 10 hPa (32 km). The critical region for modeling the N~2~O lifetime thus centers on the region 30°S--30°N and 24 km to 40 km. The MLS observations show that monthly zonal‐mean N~2~O abundances at 10 hPa have large seasonal and interannual variations (Figure [3](#jgrd52209-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a). The upwelling region with highest N~2~O levels, and hence greatest loss, occurs in the tropics (20°S--20°N; white lines in Figures [3](#jgrd52209-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a--[3](#jgrd52209-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}e), where the MLS monthly average at 10 hPa ranges from 147 to 206 ppb.

![Contours of N~2~O at 10 hPa plotted as function of latitude and month from January 2004 to December 2011. Results are shown for (a) MLS, (b) UCI‐c29, (c) UCI‐c36, (d) G2d‐M, and (e) GMI.](JGRD-120-5693-g003){#jgrd52209-fig-0003}

With this variability in the critical loss region, we expect large seasonal and interannual variations in the N~2~O loss rate. The 5 year averaged monthly mean loss rates are shown in Figure [4](#jgrd52209-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} for MLS‐G (black solid + dots) and MLS‐U (black dashed). Not unexpectedly, both chemical submodels give nearly identical results with a mean loss rate of 13.2 Tg N/yr and peak‐to‐peak amplitude of 25%. The peak losses occur with the peak upwelling (January‐February‐March) seen in Figure [3](#jgrd52209-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. The interannual variation in N~2~O lifetime is calculated as 12 month running averages of the burden (Tg N = 4.79 times lower tropospheric mean abundance in ppb) divided by the 12 month accumulated loss (Tg N/yr) and is plotted for MLS‐G and MLS‐U from 1 February 2005 to 1 July 2010 in Figure [5](#jgrd52209-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}. The calendar mean (January--December) lifetimes for MLS‐G are shown as dots. The mean burden over the MLS period is calculated as 1539 Tg N, and the mean loss is 13.2 Tg N/yr, giving a lifetime of \~116.5 years for both photochemical submodels (see Table [1](#jgrd52209-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). A quasi‐biennial signal is clear over the 5 years of MLS data, and the minimum‐to‐maximum amplitude is about 10%.

![Monthly N~2~O loss rate (units of Tg N/yr) for the MLS period of 2005--2010 or best equivalent period from MLS‐G (black solid + dots), MLS‐U (black dashed), GMI (orange), G2d‐M (red), G2d (gray), UCI‐c29 (dark blue), Oslo‐c29 (light blue), UCI‐c36 (dark green), and Oslo‐c36 (light green).](JGRD-120-5693-g004){#jgrd52209-fig-0004}

![Annual N~2~O lifetime (year) showing interannual variability. Values are derived from 12 month average burden (Tg N) and loss rate (Tg N/yr) centered on each month. For description of measurements and models shown, see Figure [4](#jgrd52209-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}.](JGRD-120-5693-g005){#jgrd52209-fig-0005}

The N~2~O lifetime varies with solar activity, and MLS‐G and MLS‐U evaluated this by changing the solar spectrum and thus the photolysis rates, which are summarized in Table [2](#jgrd52209-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}. MLS‐G has the more accurate treatment, and its 2005--2010 lifetime value uses the actual solar activity of the time period (mostly solar minimum). MLS‐G then repeated the calculation using constant minimum and maximum solar activities, giving a span of 7% (109 years at solar maximum to 117 years at solar minimum). This range uses the fixed MLS observations of O~3~ and *T*, which are more suitable to solar minimum conditions, and thus, background atmospheric changes expected at solar maximum (including the N~2~O) are not included. MLS‐U uses a solar spectrum that averages minimum and high (but not maximum) solar activity. Thus, the standard 2005--2010 MLS‐U lifetime represents higher solar activity than occurred for the period, and the agreement with MLS‐G is fortuitous since the solar‐minimum calculation gives a slightly longer lifetime of 119 years. Both models show a similar response to changes in the solar spectrum when the difference in minimum‐maximum ranges is considered. The 2005--2010 period covers an extended solar minimum period; the solar activity of the current cycle 24 is weaker than average and expected to reach maximum in 2015 \[*Pesnell*, [2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}\].

###### 

Present‐Day N~2~O Lifetime and Other Model Comparisons[a](#jgrd52209-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}

                 N~2~O Lifetime (Year)                                                          
  ------------- ----------------------- ------- ------- -------------------- ---------- ------- --------
  MLS‐G                  116.3                   108.7         116.9          176 ± 15          
  MLS‐U                  117.1                   115.1         119.2          176 ± 15          
  MIPAS                                                                                  0.387  
  GMI                    137.4                                                160 ± 15   0.378  
  GEOSCCM                120.2                                                171 ± 12   0.376   −0.055
  G2d‐M                  127.0           125.2                                143 ± 16   0.418   −0.062
  G2d                    129.5                                                144 ± 5    0.431   −0.117
  Oslo‐c29               126.1                                                162 ± 20   0.339   −0.062
  Oslo‐c36               146.7           144.7                                138 ± 14   0.389   −0.056
  UCI‐c29                126.2                                                162 ± 20   0.345   −0.078
  UCI‐c36                146.2           143.8                                137 ± 14   0.395   −0.070
  Recommended         **116 ± 9**                        **−0.065 ± 0.010**                     

Note that stratospheric N~2~O is multiyear average at 10 hPa, 20°S--20°N. Stratospheric NO~y~ is the multiyear averaged column above 100 hPa, 30°S--30°N. The lifetime sensitivity *s* ≡ ∂ln(lifetime)/∂ln(burden) is related to the feedback factor as *ff* = 1/(1 − *s*) \[*Prather*, [2007](#jgrd52209-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}\]. Lifetimes are calculated as the annual average burden (Tg N) divided by the accumulated annual loss (Tg N/yr), and all are based on a transient N~2~O burden increasing at 0.25%/yr. Oslo and UCI models ran with fixed N~2~O burden and, based on a UCI‐c29 test case, have their lifetimes increase by 0.4%. Because models have different atmospheric dry‐air masses, all burdens are calculated from the lower tropospheric mean N~2~O abundance (ppb) using the relationship 4.79 Tg N/ppb \[*Prather et al.*, [2012](#jgrd52209-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}\]. For MLS, the average N~2~O over the period is taken as 322.2 ppb. MLS‐G standard simulation used transient solar activity for the period of MLS observations, while MLS‐U used the average of two solar conditions (Solar Ultraviolet Spectral Irradiance Monitor 11 November 1994(low) and 29 March 1992(high)). MLS‐G solar maximum conditions are representative, while the MLS‐U "solar maximum" simulation is high, but not maximum. The MLS‐U lifetime has been corrected for missing 2% of loss below 100 hPa (the lower limit of MLS data). UCI‐c29/36 model is a stratosphere‐only chemistry model, and its lifetimes are corrected by 1% to account for lack of tropospheric O(^1^D) loss. Both c29 results stop in year 2007, but correction is made because the MLS‐U lifetime derived for 2005--2007 is almost identical to that over the full period of 2005--2010. Likewise, comparisons of the period 2004/2007 versus period 2004/2010 using cycle 36 and MERRA fields show little difference (±0.9 years). G2d has reduced variability using yearly repeating steady state transport.

Combining interannual variability and other uncertainties, we derive the N~2~O lifetime of 116 ± 9 years for the period of 2005--2010. Comparison with modeled values follows, and the 1 sigma uncertainty of ±8% is derived in [section 4](#jgrd52209-sec-0004){ref-type="sec"}.

3. Model‐Measurement Comparisons {#jgrd52209-sec-0003}
================================

Four CTMs used meteorological data for the MLS period and before, calculating N~2~O lifetimes to compare with the MLS‐G/U results. See Table [1](#jgrd52209-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. Two of these (NASA Global Modeling Initiative CTM (GMI) and GSFC 2‐D model (G2d‐M)) used the Modern‐Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) Goddard Earth Observing System version 5(GEOS‐5) assimilation met data (designated GMI and G2d‐M, respectively). The GSFC 2‐D model with interactive transport (G2d) also ran a standard simulation and sensitivity studies for steady state, yearly repeating 2010 conditions. The GSFC Goddard Earth Observing System Chemistry Climate Model (GEOSCCM) is a free‐running atmospheric climate model driven by prescribed sea surface temperatures. UC Irvine and University of Oslo CTMs used the European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts\' (ECMWF) Integrated Forecast System (IFS) to generate pieced forecasts, and two different cycles of the IFS generated met data that partially overlap (designated UCI‐c29, UCI‐c36, Oslo‐c29, and Oslo‐c36 according to which IFS cycle was used). Model resolution was typically 2°--3° horizontally and 60--80 levels. The Oslo and UCI models used identical met data and tracer‐transport models, but Oslo has full stratosphere‐troposphere chemistry (like GMI), whereas UCI uses a linearized stratospheric chemistry model (O~3~, N~2~O, NO~y~, CH~4~, and H~2~O \[see *Hsu and Prather*, [2010](#jgrd52209-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}\]). G2d‐M and G2d have full stratospheric chemistry but not detailed tropospheric chemistry.

Globally integrated N~2~O loss versus altitude from UCI‐c29 and UCI‐c36 are compared with MLS‐G/U in Figure [1](#jgrd52209-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a. Both UCI models match the MLS shape but calculate losses that are smaller by 10% (c29) and 20% (c36) with largest differences near the peak loss at 10 hPa. These results are explained for the most part by the lower average tropical abundances of the modeled N~2~O between 24 and 40 km, see Figure [2](#jgrd52209-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a. Simulated profiles of N~2~O are typically lower than MLS values but are within 10%. The difference between two IFS versions are clear in Figure [2](#jgrd52209-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}: UCI‐c29 has more rapid upwelling and higher N~2~O below 30 km, whereas UCI‐c36 has slower upwelling (or more rapid horizontal dispersion) from 20 to 40 km. The best matches to the MLS N~2~O profiles are from GMI, UCI‐c29 and Oslo‐c29 (not shown). G2d‐M (using 2‐D monthly mean residual circulation fields derived from the same MERRA fields used directly in GMI) and G2d (using a steady state yearly repeating transport) are similar to UCI‐c36, and all have consistently lower N~2~O abundances than MLS. A more quantitative comparison of the 10 hPa N~2~O abundances is given in Table [2](#jgrd52209-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}, where the mean and standard deviation of the monthly mean 20°S--20°N abundances are given under "stratospheric N~2~O." This statistic emphasizes the core tropics more than in Figure [2](#jgrd52209-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, and the spread across models widens. Three models (GMI, UCI‐c29, and Oslo‐c29) are about 10% below MLS values, and the other models (G2d‐M, G2d, UCI‐c36, and Oslo‐c36) are about 20% below.

MLS observations of N~2~O show large‐scale, quasi‐biennial variability within the tropical upwelling region (20°S--20°N) at the critical altitude of 10 hPa on a monthly zonal‐mean basis. These variations are well matched in most models, see Figure [3](#jgrd52209-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. As noted before, UCI‐c29 (and Oslo‐c29, nearly identical and not shown) as well as GMI are similar in magnitude to MLS data but down one contour level (20 ppb), while UCI‐c36 (Oslo‐c36) and G2d‐M are reduced by two or more contour levels. The UCI‐c36 N~2~O variability is less well correlated with observations than is that of UCI‐c29. The G2d and GEOSCCM models are not matched to specific years and not shown. Overall, both the ECMWF and MERRA meteorology produce a modeled 10 hPa N~2~O surface that is biased but highly correlated with the MLS observations, indicating that transport variations in the tropical midstratosphere on a month‐by‐latitude basis are well represented.

The other major controlling factor for N~2~O lifetimes is the profile of overhead O~3~. Differences in the O~3~ profiles (Figure [2](#jgrd52209-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b) can help explain why the lifetimes listed in Table [2](#jgrd52209-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} are not inversely related to the 10 hPa N~2~O abundances. UCI‐c29 matches the MLS tropical O~3~ profiles with GMI being slightly smaller and UCI‐c36 being larger. The greater O~3~ in UCI‐c36 absorbs more solar ultraviolet, thus reducing the N~2~O loss even more than expected from the smaller N~2~O abundances. Both GSFC 2‐D models (G2d‐M and G2d) have nearly identical O~3~ profiles that in the 30--40 km region are almost 10% less than MLS. These G2d offsets cancel in terms of total N~2~O loss with more solar ultraviolet enhancing the loss of the reduced levels of N~2~O. Thus, both G2d lifetimes are smaller than the GMI lifetime, even though their N~2~O abundances are 10--20% smaller.

All models match the monthly seasonality of N~2~O loss in MLS‐G/U as shown in Figure [4](#jgrd52209-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}. The Oslo/UCI‐c29 results are not so smooth since there are only three overlapping years. Other models show different levels of flattening (or reduction) of the October‐November‐December month period, but the overall cycles with the February‐March peak and June‐July trough are in agreement. The greatest difference in Figure [4](#jgrd52209-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} is the overall magnitude of the loss, and this large range in modeled N~2~O lifetime is summarized in Table [2](#jgrd52209-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

For models using met data back to 1997, we find that the 1997--2010 average lifetime was about 2 years shorter than the 2005--2010 MLS period lifetime, indicating more rapid loss of N~2~O in the earlier period. The pre‐2005 period thus has a systematically different circulation in the tropical middle stratosphere leading to more rapid upwelling of N~2~O, which might be a response to the last solar maximum that occurred during this pre‐Aura period or to a change in the observing system used to generate the met data. It cannot be due to photochemical changes driven by the solar cycle since several models did not include this.

The interannual variability in the N~2~O lifetime for 1997--2010 is shown in Figure [5](#jgrd52209-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}. The models using IFS forecast or MERRA‐assimilated met data show realistic variations when compared with the MLS‐G/U results. The steady state G2d results are shown as a gray bar for the year 2010. In terms of correlations, MLS‐G and MLS‐U are nearly identical (*R* = 0.98). In terms of model correlations with MLS‐G, the G2d‐M, Oslo‐c29, and UCI‐c29 models are excellent (0.85--0.90), but GMI, Oslo‐c36, and UCI‐c36 models do not match as well (\~0.78). It is not clear why the GMI and G2d‐M should not be more closely correlated with each other. This may be due to small differences caused in converting the MERRA met fields to 2‐D transport (via the heating rates and eddy fluxes) for G2d‐M as opposed to using the direct MERRA 3‐D wind field in GMI.

A critical part of the stratospheric nitrogen chemistry involves production via reaction ([R5](#jgrd52209-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}) of odd nitrogen (NO~y~ = NO + NO~2~ + HNO~3~ + others), which in turn drives catalytic O~3~ loss centered about 35 km \[*Crutzen*, [1970](#jgrd52209-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; *Johnston*, [1971](#jgrd52209-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}\]. For MLS‐U, 5.7% of the N~2~O loss produces NO~y~, and this primary production (Figure [1](#jgrd52209-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a) has a lower center of mass than the total N~2~O loss because O(^1^D) reactions become relatively more important than photolysis in the lower stratosphere. Consequently, the N~2~O‐NO~y~ tracer relationship \[*Murphy and Fahey*, [1994](#jgrd52209-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}\] is curved in the lower stratosphere. About 30% of primary NO~y~ produced is lost following photolysis of NO (J~NO~) in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere \[*Olsen et al.*, [2001](#jgrd52209-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}\]. While this photochemical process is included in the CTMs, it cannot be derived simply from the MLS data, and modeling of J~NO~ remains highly uncertain (±30% or more \[see *PhotoComp*, [2010](#jgrd52209-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}\]).

Stratospheric NO~y~, however, is the key link between N~2~O and O~3~ chemistries that causes an N~2~O perturbation to decay more rapidly than indicated by the atmospheric lifetime \[*Prather*, [1998](#jgrd52209-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}\], and thus, we seek an observational test of the modeled NO~y~ to understand differences in the modeled lifetime sensitivity to burden, *s* ≡ ∂ln(lifetime)/∂ln(burden), and the resulting lifetime feedback factor, *ff* = 1/(1 − *s*) (see Table 4.5 of *Prather et al.* \[[2001](#jgrd52209-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}\]). We focus on the tropics where most N~2~O is lost: values of NO~y~ derived from satellite observations show a broad peak of about 16 ppb near 40 km that varies with season and year and that falls off rapidly at lower altitudes \[*Brohede et al.*, [2008](#jgrd52209-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; *Jones et al.*, [2011](#jgrd52209-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}\]. As a robust measure of the total amount of stratospheric NO~y~, we integrate the 30°S--30°N column of NO~y~ above 100 hPa (expressed in Dobson unit (DU), 2.687 × 10^16^ molecules/cm^2^) and compare with MIPAS observations (Figure [6](#jgrd52209-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). The observations have a mean column of 0.39 DU with a March minimum and July maximum and with a minimum‐to‐maximum amplitude of \~12%. The models show similar seasonal patterns and fall within ±16% of the MIPAS value. The G2d model is an exception with a very weak seasonal cycle in NO~y~ columns. Mean columns are summarized in Table [2](#jgrd52209-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

![Stratospheric tropical NO~y~ columns (DU, *P* \< 100 hPa, 30°S--30°N) by month showing (a) absolute columns and (b) monthly standard deviations over the MLS period. MIPAS observations (black solid + dots) are compared with models.](JGRD-120-5693-g006){#jgrd52209-fig-0006}

4. N~2~O Lifetimes and Chemical Feedback {#jgrd52209-sec-0004}
========================================

The N~2~O lifetimes from the MLS data and the CTMs are summarized in Table [2](#jgrd52209-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}. All the models in this study have too little N~2~O loss and hence longer lifetimes. Numerous small, percent‐level corrections to the lifetimes have been made due to the different chemistries and methods of calculation. Many are noted above and summarized in the table notes. For example, the results here consist of both transient (MLS‐G/U, GMI, and G2d‐M) and steady state calculations (UCI and Oslo), and the difference between these two approaches has been discussed \[*SPARC*, [2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; *WMO*, [2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}\]. In the transient calculations, the N~2~O lower tropospheric abundance increases at the observed rate of about 0.8 ppb/yr (0.25%/yr). Given that the lag for the mixed tropospheric abundance to reach the tropical midstratosphere is a couple of years, the troposphere accumulates an additional burden. In transient versus steady state simulations with UCI‐c29, we find that transient lifetimes are about 0.4% larger than steady state ones, and we have so corrected the Oslo and UCI lifetimes in Table [2](#jgrd52209-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

Our semiempirical estimate of the current lifetime, 116 ± 9 years, is based on the MLS‐G/U calculations and has a 1 sigma uncertainty of 8%. The only sources of uncertainty here are those in the MLS‐measured profiles (N~2~O, O~3~, and *T*) and those in the photochemical submodels (J~N2O~ and O(^1^D)). We assume that uncertainties in the O~3~ and *T* profiles (affecting the photochemical model uncertainty) are negligible since these measurements have a longer history of satellite measurement and calibration. We identify the primary measurement uncertainty with the N~2~O profile in the 30--3 hPa altitude range (N~2~O\~40--240 ppb). The possible bias in the MLS N~2~O measurements near 10 hPa has been assessed as being less than 10% \[*Lambert et al.*, [2007](#jgrd52209-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}\], and taking this as a 90% confidence level, we place a generous 1 sigma uncertainty of 7% on the N~2~O abundances which translates directly to the N~2~O loss. Uncertainty in the photochemical data leads to a 1 sigma uncertainty of 3% in the photochemically modeled lifetime (see Chapter 3 of *SPARC* \[[2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}\]). The uncertainty in the N~2~O burden is negligible because the mass of the atmosphere is well known and the fall‐off of N~2~O in the stratosphere is well characterized \[*Prather et al.*, [2012](#jgrd52209-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}\]. Combining the two major uncertainties, we get 7.6% and adopt 8% as a symmetric 1 sigma uncertainty in the lifetime. Note that the dominant factor is the N~2~O abundance and that adding another 3% uncertainty (e.g., from O~3~ and *T*) would not change this value. GEOSCCM is the only model here whose lifetime fits within this uncertainty; Oslo‐c29, UCI‐c29, and both G2d models lie just above the upper range; and Oslo‐c36, UCI‐c36, and GMI models have lifetimes more than 2 sigma above. Some but not all of the model range in lifetimes can be attributed to the low N~2~O abundances near 10 hPa in the tropics.

Our uncertainty is notably less than previous semiempirical estimates based on the pre‐MLS satellite data \[*Ko et al.*, [1991](#jgrd52209-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; *Minschwaner et al.*, [1998](#jgrd52209-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}\], in part because of the much denser, more accurate set of MLS colocated observations of N~2~O, O~3~, and T that resolve the quasi‐biennial cycle. The separately modeled and satellite‐derived N~2~O lifetimes updated in *SPARC* \[[2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}\] are based on pre‐MLS data and have essentially the same lifetime as our best estimate, especially when one considers the large interannual variability (±6 years) not resolved in the pre‐MLS data (see Figure [5](#jgrd52209-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). The Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate (SPARC) overall best estimate, based on models, satellite data, and tracer‐tracer lifetimes, is slightly higher with greater uncertainty, 123 years (range of 104--152 years), because of the inclusion of a 144 year lifetime determined from tracer‐tracer correlations. Tracer‐tracer correlations in the lower stratosphere are used to derive relative lifetimes \[*Volk et al.*, [1997](#jgrd52209-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; *Brown et al.*, [2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; *Laube et al.*, [2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}\], but this approach is not useful here because the uncertainties are much larger (e.g., they propagate from the reference gas lifetime, and even modeled two gas tracer correlations like N~2~O‐CFCl~3~ are difficult to interpret as a single slope \[*Avallone and Prather*, [1997](#jgrd52209-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}\]).

Our estimate of the lifetime sensitivity of N~2~O to its burden is *s* = −0.065 ± 0.010, where the ±0.010 is a 1 sigma uncertainty as it includes almost the entire range of models except for G2d. Thus, the feedback factor is *ff* = 0.94 ± 0.01, and the effective residence time of an N~2~O perturbation is 109 ± 10 years \[e.g., *Prather*, [2007](#jgrd52209-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; *Prather and Holmes*, [2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}\]. Unfortunately, there is no semiempirical method to derive this sensitivity using MLS observations, but given the limited range for this value since first reported in 1998, we feel that ±15% 1 sigma uncertainty is a conservative choice. All chemistry‐transport models here are consistent with this range, except for G2d, whose sensitivity is nearly twice as large (Table [2](#jgrd52209-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Both G2d and G2d‐M have identical chemistries and similar N~2~O lifetimes and tropical NO~y~ columns but very different sensitivities. Analysis shows that with a greater burden of N~2~O, G2d\'s interactive circulation is responding as slightly reduced O~3~ (−2%), heating rates, and temperatures (−0.3 K); enhanced upwelling with age of air changed by −0.05 years; and consequently more N~2~O loss. While the free‐running GEOSCCM shows similar reductions in O~3~ and temperature, it does not simulate a circulation enhancement. At this time we do not include the −0.11 feedback factor in G2d in our uncertainty range but must recognize it as presenting an open question.

There is also no simple relationship found in Table [2](#jgrd52209-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} between the lifetime sensitivity and the NO~y~ column, in contrast to what was expected. An interesting finding from the 14 year UCI‐c36 calculation was that the lifetime sensitivity took more than 7 years to stabilize following a sudden 10% increase at the lower boundary, even though the lifetime appeared to stabilize more rapidly. Surprisingly, our best estimates of lifetime and feedback factor have not changed much since the first multimodel estimates were made in 2001 (see Table 4.5 of *Prather et al*. \[[2001](#jgrd52209-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}\]).

Analysis of the preindustrial (PI) lifetime of N~2~O was made with G2d, Oslo‐c29, and UCI‐c29, with results shown in Table [3](#jgrd52209-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}. The PI simulations assumed N~2~O tropospheric abundance of 270 ppb (versus 321 ppb), CH~4~ abundance of 722 ppb (versus 1785 ppb), CO~2~ abundance of 278 ppm (versus 384 ppm, used in G2d only), and zero anthropogenic ozone‐depleting substances (ODSs) \[*IPCC*, [2013b](#jgrd52209-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}\]. Changes in lifetime, calculated as the natural log of PI lifetime divided by present‐day lifetime, are estimated at +1 to +2% due to the lower levels of N~2~O alone. The other major change, a +3 to +5% increase due to the lack of anthropogenic ODS, is caused by the higher levels of PI 40--50 km tropical O~3~, leading to reduced penetration of solar radiation to 32 km, and hence reduced losses of N~2~O. The full PI lifetime is estimated from these three models to be +4% to +8% larger than present day, with the upper range including CO~2~ dynamical effects (G2d only). We adopt +6%, to give a lifetime of 123 years. As long as the uncertainty in this change (±2%) is independent of other errors, then the 1 sigma range remains at about ±8%.

###### 

Preindustrial (PI) N~2~O Lifetime Changes (Approximately %) Separated by Key Factors, Shown as ln \[Lifetime(PI)/Lifetime(Present Day)\][a](#jgrd52209-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}

  Model       PI From N~2~O Change   PI From ODS Change                      Full PI
  ---------- ---------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------------------------
  G2d                +0.018                +0.048         +0.077[b](#jgrd52209-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}
  Oslo‐c29           +0.010                +0.033                             +0.043
  UCI‐c29            +0.012                +0.029                             +0.039

Note that PI changes include N~2~O dropping from 321 ppb (2004--2010) to 270 ppb, anthropogenic ozone‐depleting substances (ODS) dropping to zero, CH~4~ dropping from 1785 ppb to 722 ppb, and climate change driven by CO~2~ dropping from 384 ppm to 278 ppm. Individual models chose slightly, but insignificantly different ranges for the PI, and the values from *IPCC* \[[2013b](#jgrd52209-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}\] are quoted here.

G2d has a stratospheric circulation that responds dynamically to heating changes from O~3~ and CO~2~ (in Full PI); see *Fleming et al.* \[[2011](#jgrd52209-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}\].

5. An Overview of Lifetimes, Budgets, and Uncertainties {#jgrd52209-sec-0005}
=======================================================

This study has rigorously tested four global chemistry‐transport models\' ability to simulate the observed distribution and loss patterns of N~2~O based on 5 years of MLS observations. These tests address seasonal and interannual variability showing that the models have high fidelity in reproducing the measurements on a month‐by‐month basis in spite of having lifetimes that are biased high by 9% to 26%, outside of the ±8% uncertainty range. Most biases can be understood in terms of lower model N~2~O abundances in the middle stratosphere or (in some cases) O~3~ profiles that are notably different from MLS data. The GEOSCCM, a free‐running climate model not expected to reproduce the observed variations in N~2~O lifetime (e.g., Figure [5](#jgrd52209-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}), was added to check if the N~2~O lifetime sensitivity was significantly perturbed by induced circulation changes. It was not. GEOSCCM has the most accurate simulation of multiyear average N~2~O abundances in the middle tropical stratosphere among all the models here, and it has a lifetime within the uncertainty range of the MLS‐derived value. Overall, this points to the importance of circulation and net tracer transport in the middle tropical stratosphere in determining N~2~O lifetime.

What is the best estimate for the current N~2~O lifetime, one that includes the steady slow increase (0.25%/yr) in burden? The SPARC assessment\'s recommendation (see Table 6.1 of *SPARC* \[[2013](#jgrd52209-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}\]) is 123 years with a 1 sigma range of 113 to 148 years based on a range of models, observations, and tracer correlations. Our 1 sigma range of 109 to 125 years overlaps with but is limited to the lower half of the SPARC range. *Chipperfield et al.* \[[2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}\]; also Chapter 5 from SPARC\] averaged the results from six chemistry‐climate models to estimate a steady state lifetime of 115 years with a model variance of 8%. To correct this to current observations (the transient as recorded in MLS data) would add about 0.5 years, and thus, this result is essentially identical to the semiempirical MLS lifetime derived here. What is unusual is that the models in this study (CCM and CTMs) calculate much longer lifetimes, 120 to 146 years, almost outside the range of the SPARC models, 105 to 127 years. GEOSCCM participated in both studies (120 years in this study versus 117 years in SPARC) as did G2d (130 years versus 125 years). The differences are not greatly significant and may depend on the scaling of tropospheric abundance (ppb) to burden (Tg N), but both models are at the high end of the SPARC models and the low end of the models here. Thus, the small variance of the SPARC models may not be representative. GEOSCCM used here and in SPARC is closely related in terms of chemistry to GMI but has very different lifetimes, 120 versus 137 years. The primary difference for this split lies with the meteorology. The MERRA fields are known to have excessive subtropical mixing in the lower stratosphere, which reduces N~2~O in the tropics, thus reducing its flux to the tropical midstratosphere. Similarly, the IFS fields for cycle 36 appear to have more stagnant vertical transport in the midstratosphere than cycle 29. The N~2~O lifetime is a good diagnostic of the circulation and mixing below the middle stratosphere \[*Strahan et al.*, [2011](#jgrd52209-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}\].

How does this new lifetime change our estimates of N~2~O emissions, both preindustrial and present‐day anthropogenic? The evaluation of emissions based on observed abundances and lifetime (both PI and present) gave PI emissions of 9.1 ± 1.0 Tg N/yr and present anthropogenic emissions of 6.5 ± 1.3 Tg N/yr (assuming that PI emissions, but not lifetime, remain constant) \[*Prather et al.*, [2012](#jgrd52209-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}\]. Those values were based on the then‐most‐recent model study with a lifetime of 131 years \[*Fleming et al.*, [2011](#jgrd52209-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}\]. Correcting to our current lifetime recommendation increases the PI natural sources to 10.5 Tg N/yr but hardly changes the anthropogenic source, 6.6 Tg N/yr. Uncertainties do not significantly change.

How will the N~2~O lifetime change in the future? The SPARC model\'s year 2100 simulations showed a wide range of changes in lifetime from −6 years to +6 years \[*Chipperfield et al.*, [2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}\]. If a ±5% uncertainty in the future lifetime was a true bound, then the climate and ozone impacts of future N~2~O emissions can be evaluated with some confidence. However, the seemingly random shifts in future lifetime need to be evaluated in terms of the key factors driving them, as was attempted for the PI lifetime in Table [3](#jgrd52209-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} here. *Douglass et al.* \[[2014](#jgrd52209-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}\] were able to identify the primary factors causing the wide range of future ozone projections in CCMs by separating their responses to increasing greenhouse gases from their temperature and chemistry responses to decreasing ODSs. If the goal is to understand future changes in the lifetimes of gases controlled by stratospheric chemistry, then a more rigorous protocol of model studies is needed to assess separately, e.g., the decline in ODS, future stratospheric temperatures, and the role of changes in transport.
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